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• Proposal
– Clarification of MF=2, MT=151, LRU=1, LRF=7, KRM=4*, KRL

• Specified in Sec. (2.2.1.6) of the ENDF-6 manual (p.69)
– LRF=7 R-Matrix Limited (RML)

• Currently only KRL=0 is well defined

• Purpose
– Clarify meaning of relativistic R-matrix parameter KRL>0

•
– Extend possible values to KRL>1
– Permits dissemination of EDA R-matrix parameters KRL≠0 in MF=2

• Points of note
– KRL≠0 is currently unused

• *KRM=4 is also unused; proposal unchanged if not
– KRL>0 must be clarified – many relativistic parametrizations possible

2.2. RESOLVED RESONANCE PARAMETERS (LRU=1)

2.2.1.6 R-Matrix Limited Format (LRF=7)

In the R-matrix scattering theory, a channel is defined by the two particles inhabiting that
channel and by the quantum numbers for the combination. The two particles are hereafter
referred to as a particle-pair (PP), and are defined by their properties: neutron (or other
particle) plus target nuclide (in ground or excited state), with individual identifiers such
as mass, spin, parity, and charge. The additional quantum numbers defining the channel
include orbital angular momentum l, channel spin s and associated parity, and total spin
and parity Jπ .

NOTE: This format is NOT restricted to one neutron (entrance) channel and two exit
channels. There may be several entrance channels and a multitude of exit channels. Charged-
particle exit channels are not excluded.

The term “spin group” may be used to define the set of resonances with the same channels
and quantum numbers. For any given spin group, only total spin and parity are constant;
there may be several entrance channels and/or several reaction channels (and, hence, several
values of l or s, etc.) contributing to the spin group.

The “R-Matrix Limited” (RML) format was designed to accommodate the features of
R-Matrix theory as implemented in analyses codes being used for current evaluations. In
this format, relevant parameters appear only once. Particle-pairs are given first: the masses,
spins and parities, and charges for the two particles are specified, as well as the Q-value and
the MT value (which defines whether this particle-pair represents elastic scattering, fission,
inelastic, capture, etc.). Two particle-pairs will always be present: gamma + compound
nucleus, and neutron + target nucleus in ground state. Other particle-pairs are included
as needed. A processing code needs to locate the incident channels by searching the MA
columns for the value 1.0, occuring jointly with either a Q-value of zero or MT=2. This
works because elastic transitions, which change l or s are not allowed by the format.

The list of resonance parameters is ordered by Jπ, which (as stated above) is the only
conserved quantity for any spin group. For each spin group, the channels are first specified in
the order in which they will occur in the list of resonances. For each channel, the particle-pair
number and the values for l and s are given, along with the channel radii.

Formats for the basic RML subsection
Additional quantities are defined (or, in some cases, re-defined):

KRM Flag to specify which formulae for the R-matrix are to be used.

KRM = 1 for single-level Breit-Wigner,

KRM = 2 for multilevel Breit-Wigner,

KRM = 3 for Reich Moore,

KRM = 4 for full R-matrix. (Others may be added at a later date.)

KRL Flag is zero for non-relativistic kinematics, 1 for relativistic.

NJS Number of values of Jπ to be included.

NPP Total number of particle-pairs.
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Relativistic RML R-Matrix Parametrization
Proposed form KRL=1
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• KRL > 0 relativisitic parametrization
– Many possible relativistic forms; here: KRL = 1
– Extensions beyond the present form for KRL > 1 

Rc0c =
N�X

�=1

��,c0��,c
E� � E(s)

,
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LRF=7 CSEWG proposal 2

[MAT,2,151/ 0.0, 0.0, 0, NRS, 6*NX, NX/
ER1, GAM1,1, GAM2,1, GAM3,1, GAM4,1, GAM5,1,

GAM6,1, ------------------------- GAMNCH,1,
ER2, GAM1,2, GAM2,2, GAM3,2, GAM4,2, GAM5,2,

GAM6,2, -------------------------- GAMNCH,2,
-----------------------------------------------

ERNRS, GAM1,NRS, GAM2,NRS, GAM3,NRS, GAM4,NRS, GAM5,NRS,
GAM6,NRS, ------------------------ GAMNCH,NRS ]LIST

as described in the ENDF-6 mantual RML Sec. 2.2.1.6. The parameter NRS = N� in Eq.(2.1).
The E� are defined with respect to the first partition, which is taken as the reference partition

mentioned in this LRF=7 section, and depend on the form chosen for E(s) (see below). (This
removes the need to explicitly define the reference section; further, by keeping KRL 6= 0, 1 free,
future clarifications – like di↵erent forms for E(s) – are possible.)

Currently, only a single form for the relativistic energy parameter E(s) has been employed in
existing relativistic parametrizations:

E(s) =
s�m2

c0

2mc0

, KRL = 1, (2.2)

where mc0 is the channel mass for c0 the first, reference partition:

mc0 = mc0,1 +mc0,2. (2.3)

Future clarifications to LRF=7 might use di↵erent values of KRL > 1.

III. KRL=1 KINEMATIC VARIABLES

Since the Mandelstam variable s is both relativistically invariant and partition-pair invariant,
we may readily connect the kinematic variables in di↵erent channels through s. We have

s = (pc,1 + pc,2)
2 = m2

c + 2mc,2Ec, (3.1)

where pc,1 (pc,2) is the four-momentum of the projectile (target) in the partition c, and Ec is the
kinetic energy of the projectile in the lab from for partition c:

Ec =
�
m2

c,1 + |pc,1|2
�1/2 �mc,1. (3.2)

The relationship between the incident lab energies of the projectiles in channels c and c0 are:

Ec0 =
1

mc0,2

⇣
mc,2Ec +mc,c0Qc,c0

⌘
, (3.3)

where, for channel masses mc and mc0 , we have:

mc,c0 =
1

2
(mc +mc0), (3.4)

Qc,c0 = mc �mc0 . (3.5)

The wave number vector kc in the center of mass frame, the magnitude of which (kc) appears
in the argument for the shift S`(kcac) and penetrability P`(kcac) factors, can be expressed as

k2c =
1

4s
(s�m2

c)(s��2
c), (3.6)

NB: Specific to KRL = 1;
c0 reference (first) particle-pair

s = (pµc,proj + pµc,targ)
2 = m2

c + 2mc,2Ec

Ec =
q

|pc,proj|2 +m2
c,proj �mc,proj
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E(s) =
s�m2

c0

2mc0

mc0 = mc0,1 +mc0,2
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Kinematics:
Ec0 =

1

mc0,targ
[mc,targEc +mc,c0Qc,c0 ]

mc,c0 =
1

2
(mc +mc0) , Qc,c0 = mc �mc0
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